A New Era in Volume Imaging

Thanks to XLight it is possible to bring in your daily practice:

- Amazing Baby face images
- Fast and Superb 3D images
- Detailed volume representation
- Adjust the images following your needs and feelings
- Handle all the tools you need in a 3D/4D environment

The new XLight technology guarantees to immediately reach amazingly realistic volumetric images also with very difficult to scan patients, both for gynecology as well as obstetrics exams.

Lack of Amniotic fluid, baby stage or position are no longer a barrier for providing a wonderful memory of the pregnancy.

Amazingly realistic!
Maximum volume rendering for all the clinical needs

Examples of fetuses at different pregnancy stages using the XLight

Polyp
Endometrium
Ovaric cyst (internal wall)
Extrauterine pregnancy

Tools

Changes in the rendering by moving the position of the virtual light source (on the right-bottom side of the picture)

Cut to take off particular structures from the rendering
Zoom to better visualize the details of the face

Technology and features are system/configuration dependent.
Specifications subject to change without notice. Information might refer to products or modalities not yet approved in all countries.
For further details, please contact your Esaote sales representative.